Hz at 37 °C), availability decreased from near 90% before the spike to ~10-20% after 36 the spike. With fast steady firing stimulated by current injection (up to 300 Hz at 37 °C), 37 the availability decreased from ~60% between spikes to ~15-20% after the spike. Thus, 38 even at the fastest firing rates, sodium channel inactivation is incomplete after a spike, 39 leaving a substantial fraction of sodium channels immediately available for activation. 40
Introduction 49
Mammalian central neurons exhibit a wide range of spiking behaviors. Most cortical and 50 hippocampal pyramidal cells show "regular spiking" behavior characterized by moderate 51 firing rates and a strong degree of adaptation during maintained stimuli, while 52
GABAergic neurons often have a "fast-spiking" phenotype, with a capability of firing 53 steadily at high frequencies during prolonged stimulation (McCormick et al., 1985 ; 54
Connors and Gutnick, 1990; Kawaguchi, 1993; Nowak et al, 2003) . There is at least a 55 rough correlation of spiking behavior with spike width, with fast-spiking neurons having 56 relatively narrow spikes compared to those of regular-spiking pyramidal neurons 57 GABAergic interneurons (Carter and Bean, 2009 ). In principle, the incomplete 77 inactivation during action potentials in fast-spiking neurons -and resulting sodium 78 channel availability immediately after a spike -could facilitate fast firing rates. So far, 79 command ( Figure 1A , top) was constructed from a pre-recorded action potential 183 repeated five times, followed by a slow voltage ramp. GABA A currents ( Figure 1A , 184 bottom) were elicited by application of 5 µM muscimol (Sigma Life Sciences) and 185 isolated by subtraction of currents before and after muscimol application. To better 186 isolate GABA A current, voltage-dependent currents were minimized by using 1 µM TTX 187
and an external solution with TEA replacing sodium. Figure 1B illustrates the process by 188 which the GABA A currents during the spike waveforms were used to infer the voltage 189 established at the cell membrane (i.e., the voltage seen by the GABA A receptors during 190 the spike waveform). The ramp (from -98 to +52 mV over 10 msec) defines the current- potential of +21 mV (as measured by a series of depolarizations from a holding potential 215 of -88 mV). Because the action potential peak (+28 mV) is depolarized relative to the 216 altered reversal potential, the current through sodium channels becomes outward just 217 before the peak. The time lag of the currents was measured by aligning the reversal of 218 the sodium current during the spike waveform with the reversal potential ( Figure 2B) . 219
For the example shown in Figure 2B , the time-lag was 115 µsec, or an additional delay 220 of 75 µsec after accounting for the 40 µsec delay from the low-pass filter ( Figure 2B ). 221 Figure 3 is a summary of time-lag measurements made using each of these 222 procedures, plotted against the series resistance that remained after partial 223 compensation (residual series resistance). The time-lag was strongly correlated with 224 residual series resistance (Spearman rank correlation coefficient = 0.73, p<0.02, n=11) 225 and the relationship could be fit reasonably well by a straight line. Having established 226 the relationship, we used the linear fit to estimate the time lag in cells in which it was not 227 measured directly. 228
Statistics and curve fitting 229
Collected results are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. The non-parametric 230
Mann-Whitney U test was used to make comparisons between two groups. The non-231 parametric Spearman rank-coefficient test was used to compare trends. Statistical 232 significance was calculated from monte-carlo simulations and reported as significant if p 233 values were less than 0.05. Single exponential fits to the recovery from inactivation data 234 were made using IGOR pro routines. 235 236 237
Results

238
Sodium currents during action potential firing 239
Acutely dissociated Purkinje neurons retain the capability of sustained, rapid firing when 240 stimulated by long current injections (Khaliq et al., 2003) and thus are an ideal 241 preparation for combining current clamp recordings with voltage clamp characterization 242 of sodium channel kinetics during natural firing patterns. Figure 4A shows current clamp 243 recordings from a dissociated Purkinje neuron in response to long (1-second) current 244 injections at room temperature (23 °C). This neuron fired spontaneously at 18 Hz (top) 245 in a highly regular, tonic manner. In response to injection of increasing amounts for 246 current, the cell fired in a sustained manner over the 1-second period of current injection 247 for current levels up to 550 pA, where the steady firing frequency was about 120 Hz. 248
With stronger current injections, the cell fired for several hundred milliseconds before 249 firing faded out (bottom trace). Figure 4B plots the firing frequency versus current 250 injection (f-I curve) measured in 13 neurons. The results for the cell whose firing is 251 shown in Figure 4A (red symbols in Figure 4B ) were typical. On average, cells reached 252 a maximum firing frequency (sustained for at least one second) of 140 ± 32 Hz (n=13), 253 achieved for a current injection of 546 ± 234 pA. 254
As the firing rate increased with larger amounts of injected current, the action 255 potentials changed shape. Figure 4C shows this effect for the neuron whose firing is 256 shown in Figure 4A . As the firing rate increased, the peak of the action potential 257 decreased ( Figure 4D ) and the width of the action potentials increased ( Figure 4E ). 258
However, even at the fastest sustained firing rates, spikes were 40-50 mV high ( Figure  259 4C,D), large enough that they would be expected to propagate down the axon with a 260 high probability if occurring in situ (Khaliq and Raman, 2005) . Thus the fastest firing 261 rates that can be sustained in the dissociated cell bodies can probably also be 262 sustained as propagating action potentials in the axons of Purkinje neurons. 263
To assay sodium channel inactivation during and between action potentials, we 264 measured sodium channel availability in voltage-clamp experiments by using a series of 265 command waveforms constructed by inserting a voltage step to -8 mV at various times 266 into the waveform of the firing pattern recorded from the cell. Figure 5A shows the 267 voltage command protocol. An initial step from -88 mV to -8 mV determined the test 268 pulse current with essentially full availability (as determined from inactivation curves like 269 those in Fig. 11A) . The command protocol then continued with ~150 msec of action 270 potential firing that was previously recorded (in the same neuron), comprising, in this 271 case, 5 cycles of firing. Following this, a test step to -8 mV was added to measure 272 sodium channel availability, with the step inserted at various times before, during, and 273 after the last action potential in the train. Peak sodium current during the test pulse 274 (indicated by red circles in Fig. 5A,B) provided an assay of availability during the firing 275 cycle. To quantify availability, peak sodium current elicited by the test step was 276 normalized to that elicited by the initial step from -88 mV (Fig. 5C ). As expected, the 277 sodium channel availability fell abruptly during the spike as channels inactivated. 278
However, the availability never reached zero, even at its minimum immediately after the 279 spike. In the cell whose currents are shown in Figure 5 , which was firing spontaneously 280 at 24 Hz, the availability reached a minimum of 13% immediately after the spike. During 281 the succeeding interspike interval, the availability increased, reaching a maximum of 282 78%. The time course of sodium channel recovery from inactivation after a spike could 283 be fit fairly well with a single exponential function with a tau of 3.99 ms ( Figure 5C ). The 284 recovery is rapid compared with the duration of the interspike interval (~40 msec), so 285 that availability reaches a plateau before the middle of the interspike interval. 286
The incomplete inactivation of the sodium current during the action potential is 287 evident not only by the non-zero availability as assayed by test pulses, but also by the 288 flow of substantial current during the downstroke of the action potential ( Figure 5D ). In 289 fact, more sodium current flows during the downstroke of this action potential than 290 during the upstroke. This can be quantified as a "sodium entry ratio", the ratio of the 291 total integrated sodium current during the action potential to that during the upstroke, 292 which is the minimum necessary to form the spike (Carter and Bean, 2009). In this 293 neuron, the sodium entry ratio was 2.6. 294
Sodium channel availability during high-frequency stimulated firing 295
We next examined sodium channel availability during and between action potentials 296 during higher-frequency stimulated firing, where the spikes are smaller and broader. We 297 found that sodium channel inactivation was incomplete even during the fastest firing that 298 could be achieved. Figure 6 shows measurements of sodium channel availability during 299 the firing cycle for a single neuron at three different firing frequencies at room 300 temperature: 14 Hz (spontaneous fring), 80 Hz (injection of 200 pA), and 107 Hz 301 (injection of 400 pA). As firing rate increased, the maximal availability reached during 302 the interspike interval decreased, as might be expected from more frequent action 303 potentials and the more depolarized voltages during the interspike interval, which had 304 an average voltage of -79 mV during 14 Hz firing, -71 mV during 80 Hz firing, and -69 305 mV for 107 Hz firing. The minimum availability, reached just after the spike, also 306 decreased with faster firing, but never reached zero. 307
The recovery of availability during the interspike interval could be fit reasonably well Figure 7B ). The sodium entry ratio also decreased with increasing firing rate 330 ( Figure 7C ), from ~2.5 at lower firing rates to ~1.8 at the highest firing rates. 331
Action potential firing at physiological temperature 332
Both action potential shape and sodium channel kinetics are likely to depend 333 significantly on temperature. We therefore did a series of experiments examining 334 sodium channel inactivation and recovery of availability during fast firing at 37 ºC. 335 Dissociated Purkinje neurons studied at 37 ºC fired spontaneously, as they do at room 336 temperature. Interestingly, the frequency of spontaneous firing was not dramatically 337 different in the population of cells studied at 37 ºC (36.7 ± 13.4 Hz, n=16) compared to 338 those studied at 23 ºC (34.9 ± 22.9 Hz, n=13; p = 0.40, Mann-Whitney test). However, 339 spontaneous action potentials at 37 ºC were substantially narrower (0.23 ± 0.05 ms 340 wide at half amplitude, n=16) than at 23 ºC (0.49 ± 0.07 ms, n=13; p < 0.01, Mann-341 Whitney test). The peak voltage during the spike was slightly less positive at 37 ºC than 342 23 ºC (+24 ± 6 mV at 37 ºC, n=16 vs. +27 ± 7 mV at 23 ºC, n=13; p = 0.11, Mann-343 Whitney test). Although spontaneous firing rates were not much faster at 37 ºC than 23 344 ºC, neurons at 37 ºC responded to current injections with much higher frequency firing 345 entry ration of 1.9). The maximal availability between spikes was 63%, achieved with a 362 time constant of recovery of 1.1 msec (Fig. 9E) . 363 Figure 9G -I shows an example of availability during maximal firing frequency with a 364 large current injection (1200 pA; different cell than A-F). Inactivation during the spike 365 was incomplete, as for slower firing. In this cell, the maximum availability between 366 spikes was ~60%, and the minimum availability after a spike was 19%. The time course 367 of recovery was fit by an exponential with a time constant of 0.48 msec ( Figure 9H ). The 368 sodium entry ratio was 1.7 ( Figure 9I ). 369 Figure 10 shows collected results for sodium channel behavior during firing at 37 ºC 370 over a range of frequencies. Maximal sodium channel availability (during the interspike 371 interval) showed a clear dependence on firing rate, decreasing from near 90% with the 372 slowest spontaneous firing to ~60% with the fastest stimulated firing ( Figure 10A ). In 373 contrast, minimum availability (immediately after a spike) did not show obvious 374 systematic variation with firing frequency and was between ~10% and 20% for all the 375 firing rates tested. The rate of recovery from inactivation was very fast at 37 ºC, with 376 time constants between 0.5 and 1.5 msec, with no clear systematic dependence on 377 firing frequency ( Figure 10B ). Measuring current flowing during the action potential 378
showed incomplete inactivation and substantial current flow during the falling phase for 379 all firing frequencies; the sodium entry ratio was well above 1 for all firing rates tested. 380
The maximal availability between spikes decreased from ~90% with spontaneous 381 firing to ~60% with fast stimulated firing. The decrease could represent either insufficient 382 time to recover as the interspike interval becomes shorter with faster firing or from the 383 more depolarized interspike voltage resulting from current injection, which would result 384 in decreased availability even if recovery occurred fast enough to reach steady-state. To 385
examine this point, we tested how closely the dynamic availability during the interspike 386 interval approaches the expected steady-state availability. Steady-state availability was 387 measured in 6 neurons using 500 msec long pre-pulses followed by a test pulse to -23 388 mV (Fig. 11A, inset) . The collected values of midpoint (-70.9 ± 4.9 mV) and slope factor 389 (6.3 ± 0.9) were used to construct an average steady-state inactivation curve (Figure  390 11A, blue trace). Figure 11B shows the dynamic availability measured during 391 spontaneous firing (from Figure 9A ) compared to the predicted steady-state availability 392 for each point during the firing cycle. The maximum steady-state availability during the 393 firing cycle in this neuron was ~90% (reached immediately after the spike, when the 394 voltage is most negative), and steady-state availability remained >80% for the first half 395 of the interspike interval. The maximal dynamic availability was ~85%, reached ~ 7-8 396 msec after the spike, ~one-quarter of the way into the interspike interval. Thus, the 397 maximal dynamic availability closely approaches the maximal steady-state availability. 398
For fast stimulated firing ( Figure 11C ), the situation was quite different. Here, the 399 maximal steady-state availability was also about 90%, reached immediately after the 400 spike, but steady-state availability declined dramatically during the first half of the 401 interspike interval, and the dynamic availability only approached steady-state availability 402 about half-way into the interspike interval, by which time steady-state availability had 403 fallen to ~50%. 404
A striking feature of the comparison between dynamic availability and steady-state 405 availability for fast firing is that dynamic availability is nearly constant at ~60% during the 406 second half of the interspike interval, while steady-state availability falls rapidly from 407 ~60% to 0 (as the membrane voltage depolarizes toward threshold). Evidently, the 408 development of inactivation is slow enough during the approach to spike threshold that 409 there is almost no decline of availability until spike threshold is reached. Even during 410 spontaneous firing, when the interspike interval is longer and the approach to firing 411 threshold was slower, there was very little decline in dynamic availability before spike 412 threshold was reached. The failure of dynamic availability to decline significantly during 413 the interspike interval is crucial in the ability of the neuron to fire repetitively. Purkinje neurons can sustain very rapid firing (>300 Hz at 37 ºC) for prolonged periods, 418 which requires repriming of the spiking machinery within ~3 msec. Our results identify 419 three aspects of sodium channel behavior in Purkinje neurons that enable such rapid 420 firing. First, sodium channel density is much higher than minimally necessary to 421 generate a spike, so only partial recovery from inactivation is needed to restore spiking 422 ability. Second, incomplete inactivation of sodium channels during the action potential 423 leads to a fraction of channels that are immediately available after the spike. Third, 424 recovery from inactivation is extremely rapid, occurring with a time constant of ~1 msec. 425
Sodium channel density 426
With strong stimulation at room temperature, neurons could fire at high frequency with 427 only ~25% of the sodium channels available between spikes (Fig. 6, Fig. 7 Madeja, 2000) . A large sodium channel 431 density allows fast firing by requiring a smaller fraction of channels to recover from 432 inactivation before a spike can be generated. 433
Although sustained firing at room temperature was possible with only ~25% maximal 434 channel availability between spikes, interspike availability was ~60% for the fastest 435 maintained firing at 37 ºC. The most rapid firing at 37 ºC may be limited by other factors, 436 such as cumulative activation of calcium-activated potassium channels or failure of 437 voltage-activated potassium channels to fully deactivate fast enough, which could 438 prevent firing even with substantial sodium channel availability. 439
Incomplete inactivation of sodium channels during spikes 440
We found that sodium channel inactivation is incomplete during and after action 441 potentials in Purkinje neurons at all firing frequencies, including the highest frequencies 442 of stimulated firing. At 37 ºC, sodium channel availability was 10-20% immediately after 443 the spike at all frequencies. There was no systematic variation in the minimal availability 444 with spike frequency, even though the spike shape changes, becoming shorter and 445 broader at higher frequencies. By itself, broadening of the spike would be expected to 446 produce more complete inactivation. Apparently, this is compensated for by the 447 reduction in spike peak, which would be expected to produce less complete inactivation 448 because inactivation is slower at less depolarized voltages. 449
The incomplete inactivation of sodium channels during Purkinje neuron action 450 potentials was previously noted using the waveform of the first spike in a burst of firing 451 evoked by current injection from a negative holding potential . 
Rapid recovery from inactivation 468
Recovery from inactivation during the interspike interval was rapid, with a time constant 469 of ~1 msec at 37 ºC. This is comparable to recovery kinetics of mammalian sodium 470 channels measured near 37 ºC using step voltage pulse protocols: ~ 1 msec near -70 471 mV in rat node of Ranvier (Schwarz and Eikhof, 1987 2005), while Purkinje neuron sodium current likely has major contributions from both 475 Nav1.6 and Nav1.1 channels (Raman et al., 1997; Kalume et al., 2007) . 476
For sodium current in Purkinje neurons, the kinetics of recovery from inactivation 477 depend markedly on the voltage and duration of the prepulse that induces inactivation. 478
Recovery is much faster after brief, large depolarizations than after long, smaller 479
depolarizations (Raman and Bean, 2001). This difference is not expected from Hodgkin-480
Huxley-type kinetics. The behavior in Purkinje neurons can be explained by a model in 481 which there are two mechanisms of inactivation, one a mechanism of rapid open-482 channel block from which recovery is more rapid and is associated with the flow of 483 "resurgent" current (Raman and Bean, 2001 ). Inactivation by this mechanism is favored 484 by brief, strong depolarizations like action potential waveforms. The dependence on 485 prepulse parameters highlights the importance of using natural action potential 486 waveforms in exploring kinetics relevant to natural firing patterns. 487
For spontaneous firing, availability recovers within the first 25% of the interspike 488 interval, when membrane voltage does not vary much and dynamic availability 489 approaches steady-state availability (Fig. 11B) . However, for rapid stimulated firing, the 490 interspike voltage depolarizes so quickly that dynamic availability does not recover to 491 steady-state level of availability before steady-state availability declines again. In contrast to spontaneous firing, the maximal rate of stimulated firing was strongly 522 temperature-dependent. This suggests that firing is limited by gating kinetics of either 523 sodium channels (e.g. recovery from inactivation) or potassium channels (e.g. 524 deactivation). 525
Comparison with action potentials in other neurons 526
Together with previous data and modeling, our results suggest that the degree of 527 sodium channel inactivation during the action potential varies considerably among 528 different types of neurons. The Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) 
Raman and Bean, 1997). 540
Narrow action potentials and fast-spiking 541
Recordings across many cell types have shown a correlation of fast-spiking behavior 542 with narrow action potentials. Our results suggest that a key link between the two 543 characteristics is that narrow action potentials result in incomplete inactivation of sodium 544 channels. Thus, a substantial fraction of channels close during the falling phase of the 545 spike by deactivating rather than inactivating and are immediately available for spike 546 formation. The immediate availability results in a shorter refractory period than would 547 follow a broader action potential producing complete inactivation of sodium channels. 548
Our results fit well with a recent study showing that inactivation is incomplete during the 549 narrow spikes of fast-spiking vestibular nucleus neurons and that lengthening the action 550 potential by blocking potassium channels produces both more complete inactivation and 551 slower spiking (Gittis et al., 2010) . using dynamic clamp showed that the precise deactivation kinetics of native K V 3 556 channels are optimized to promote fast spiking (Lien and Jonas, 2003) . A likely 557 mechanism for the sensitivity to potassium channel gating kinetics is that these kinetics 558 determine the exact shape of the falling phase of the action potential and the after-559 hyperpolarization, which in turn control the completeness of inactivation and recovery 560 kinetics of sodium channels. Thus, the sensitivity of sodium channel kinetics to small 561 changes in the voltage waveform of the falling phase of the spike may be critical in 562 determining the fast-spiking phenotype. show the voltage protocol and elicited current corresponding to the minimum availability, 750 achieved shortly before the trough of the action potential. Blue traces correspond to 751 measurements 100 μsec later, when recovery from inactivation is just beginning. C, 752
Sodium channel availability was measured as peak current evoked by the second pulse 753 to -8 mV normalized to the current evoked by the first pulse to -8 mV from a holding 754 potential of -88 mV, where essentially all channels are available (Fig 11A) . Availability 755 is plotted as a function of the time during the firing cycle that the second pulse was 756 Calculated steady-state I Na availability Measured dynamic I Na availability
